Abenteuerland ZuKi-am-Teuflibach
Information, Rules and Tips
for the animated ZuKi-Children’s Birthday Parties
Please read carefully as it will address all of your potential questions.
The beloved children’s parties take place exclusively on Saturdays and Sundays within the allocated
time frames of 10-13 o’clock and 14-17 o’clock.
We will temporarily reserve your chosen, still-available, date (Belegungsplan) and contact the
entertainers. As soon as an entertainer confirms their availability, we will contact you by mail and
send you the bill. Please pay the received bill as soon as possible to allow us to confirm the final
booking.
Duplicate dates cannot be booked as the parties can be hosted in any weather conditions.
A rebooking to an alternative date is possible up to a week in advance for additional cost of Fr. 75.-.
The alternative date is only valid if it has been booked via the booking plan, the contact form has been
requested and we have given the final confirmation for the date. The additional cost must be paid
within three working days after our final confirmation.
The offer includes
● 9 children and the birthday child (free). Included are 3 hours of entertainment and supervision from
one of our entertainers, as well as the preparation and management of the party.
● Every additional child costs Fr. 15.-. Maximum attendance is 15 children.
Recommendation: Based on our experience, it has become clear that big age gaps between the
children often leads to tears and frustration as they feel either too old for the games of the little
ones or too young for the more hectic games of the older ones. Our recommendation is to invite
children of a similar age to the birthday child’s. This obviously does not apply to siblings.
● on request, different themes can be chosen, such as: Native American, princess, pirates, knights,
dinosaurs, astronauts, etc.
● it will be an arts and crafts and play party with a treasure hunt, tailored to the specific age of the
children.
● sunday surcharge Fr. 50.Your invitation of the guests
Please inform your guests of the following:
● The birthday party takes place on a nature-orientated adventure playground. This means that
your child might get dirty. We recommend solid shoes and weather-appropriate clothing,
preferably trousers.
no Flip Flops, soft shoes, skirts. This way your child can happily enjoy all
the events.
● The party is exclusively for children. We will pick the children up at the meeting point at
Lorzenparkstrasse 4 at the agreed time and drop them off again at the same location.
● It is forbidden to drive a car, from either side, to the Adventureland ZuKi-am-Teuflibach. Parents
who live farther away can visit other local areas, such as the beautiful Villette Park near the lake.
Approximate Course of Events
A few days before the party, the entertainer will contact you by telephone (possibly with a hidden
number) and discuss with you the finer details of the day, for example: the specific treasure, your
decorations, when you can come to the adventureland to decorate the tables - in most cases 1 hour
before the actual party.
In case of very bad and cold weather, we can relocate the party from the covered terrasse to the
communal room. This relocation will be decided together with you.
Changes possible. Information dates from August 2021

The entertainer prepares the different events/games.
The guests gather at Lorzenparkstrasse 4 and you will collect them there to guide them to the
adventureland. Upon arrival they will be greeted by the entertainer and taken through the diverse
activities.
After about 1 ½ hours the cake will be served, presents exchanged etc. Following the cake serving,
the children can use the facilities of the adventureland freely. Afterwards, there will be more games.
During that time, you can already clear the tables, clean and collect the rubbish.
After the big farewell (13 or 17 o’clock) one of you will guide the little guests back to the meeting point
at Lorzenparkstrasse 4, where the parents can collect them.
After the party, you have about 15 minutes to finish cleaning up before everyone leaves the area.
You can bring the following
● disposable plates, cups, napkins
● special decorations
● cake
● fruits
● contents for the treasure chest
● packets of sweets
● pinata
● table bomb
● theme-related accessories
● bin bags

very popular are
these can be organised for Fr. 4.-/child
homemade or ice-cream tart
watermelon, strawberries, fruit-skewers
treasure chest is the size of 2 shoeboxes

Arrival
● The arrival by car is only possible for you and the transportation of materials one hour before the
beginning of the party from the Lorzenparkstrasse - see map. Watch Out: 20 Zone!!
The meeting point for the guests is at the entrance of the Lorzenpark, where the dotted line starts on
the map. There the birthday child collects their guests and guides them to the adventureland ZuKiam-Teuflibach.
Liability
You are liable for all damages.
Rules
● The entertainer is there exclusively to play with the children.
● You take your rubbish (balloons, decorations, disposable cutlery and plates) with you. No rubbish
will be left behind.
We are looking forward to welcoming the birthday child and their guests. We are convinced that it will
be an unforgettable birthday experience for everyone.
See you soon at the Adventureland ZuKi-am-Teuflibach!
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